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1) This is my #Qanon thread for March 9, 2020

Q posts can be found here:

qalerts.app 

Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!

http://qmap.pub

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…

https://bit.ly/Q-Map
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My Theme: Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …

*** The original, most used, most frequently updated & feature rich QAnon Android
App available. When at war fight with the best weapon available *** Q Alerts notifies
you quickly when Q Anon makes …

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) It's not unusual for Q to take breaks for weeks at a time. 

On November 2nd, after returning from a 3-month period of silence, Q told anons to

rig for red.

3) The term rig for red is used by submarine commanders to signal to crews that the

vessel will be surfacing. 

In Q's vernacular, it's a heads up to anons that his period of silence is over.
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4) Q returned today and told anons to rig for red. 

The period of silence is over.

After Dan Scavino posted a tweet on March 7th with the famous Q statement

"Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming," an anon posted on the board asking Q+

(POTUS) to retweet Scavino.

5) 17 hours later, POTUS retweeted Scavino. 

(The number 17 is significant in that Q is the 17th letter of the alphabet.)
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6) From the board.

7)
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8)

0:00

9) More info on the retweet by POTUS can be found in this thread.

Praying Medic
@prayingmedic

Replying to @prayingmedic

This morning, on the two year anniversary of the above post, 
POTUS tweeted about the corruption of the Obama 
administration. twitter.com/realDonaldTrum…

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump
The Obama/Biden Administration is the most corrupt Administration in 
the history of our Country!

1,308 1:29 PM - Mar 9, 2020

518 people are talking about this

10) Q sometimes goes silent when sensitive operations are underway. 

For example, Q went silent from May 22nd, through June 3rd, 2018.

his first post upon returning explained that his time of silence was necessary.
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11) On June 12th, Q explained that his time of silence was related to a recent

operation.

12) Q hinted that his latest absence (silent running) had a strategic purpose.

13) His silence had to do with the President's claim that the Obama/Biden

administration was the most corrupt in the history of our country.

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

The Obama/Biden Administration is the most corrupt 
Administration in the history of our Country!

141K 11:40 AM - Mar 9, 2020

86.4K people are talking about this
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14) Q asked when silent running is used.

15)

16)

17)
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18) When I look at the vast number of personnel changes in the Trump

administration during the last few weeks, I see a White House preparing for a storm.

19) @RainbowFairy12 compiled a thread featuring photos of Q followers from around

the world. 

Rainbow Fairy 
@RainbowFairy12

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE: The Thread!
I've made an attempt to gather as many Q -related photographs 
from around the world as I can. Anons with signs, signs standing 
alone, all with identifiable landscape/architecture/location. This is 
not about Trump rallies. That's a different thread.

8,303 9:13 AM - Mar 9, 2020

6,973 people are talking about this
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20) The mainstream media claim that Q is a baseless conspiracy.

For all we know, this LARP is being perpetrated by a lonely person posting from their

parent's basement. 

Is that assessment logical, given Q's worldwide following?

21) Q is a backchannel communications operation authorized by the White House to

counter the mainstream media's false narrative.
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• • •

22) Q provides clues that guide the research of anons and patriots on social media.

Digital soldiers disseminate their research, providing a view of the world and current

events different from that of the mainstream media.

23) Can confirm.
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